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Apple Training Series: Mac OS X Support Essentials (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008
The only Apple-certified book on supporting Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard, this  comprehensive reference takes support technicians and Mac aficionados  deep inside the new operating system, covering everything from  installation to networking technologies, and more. Following the  learning objectives of the Apple Certified Support Professional exam,  the...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Mac OS X Snow LeopardVisual, 2009

	Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle 150 Mac OS X Snow Leopard tasks. Each task-based spread covers a single technique,...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard In DepthQue, 2009
You don’t have to see too many of those ubiquitous “Mac versus PC” ads to get the basic idea: Macs are intuitive, easy to use, and they just work. That’s all true, certainly, but it misses something important about the Mac, and particularly about Mac OS X, the Mac operating system: easy is not the same as simple. Easy means...
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OS X Lion Made SimpleApress, 2011

	So you have your brand new Mac, or perhaps you've upgraded to Lion on an existing desktop or laptop. Now what? OS X Lion Made Simple will guide you through all of the new features of Lion, as well as provide a thorough tour of the features and applications that are OS X standards. You'll discover how to make the most of...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard On DemandQue, 2009
What you need When you need it!

 

Need answers quickly? Mac OS X Snow Leopard on Demand provides those answers in a visual step-by-step format. We will show you exactly what to do through lots of full color illustrations and easy-to-follow instructions.

...
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AppleScript: A Beginner's Guide (Beginners Guide)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	Essential Skills--Made Easy!


	Learn to program in AppleScript, the versatile scripting language built right into Mac OS X and supported by most major applications. AppleScript: A Beginner's Guide shows you how to write powerful scripts with the AppleScript Editor to automate tasks, save time and effort, and...
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Beginning Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server: From Solo Install to Enterprise IntegrationApress, 2010

	This book is intended for those who need to get things done with Mac OS X Server 10.6. As such, you can use this book two ways. Those new to Mac OS X Server can read straight through the entire book, and by the end should feel competent to administer any Mac server thrown their way. For those with some knowledge of Mac OS X Server, or perhaps...
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iLife '09 Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Mac users are passionate and loyal and these books capture that same feeling in pedagogy and series style. Titles in the Portable Genius series are not comprehensive; instead they aim to provide readers with the most accessible, useful information possible by giving readers tips and techniques for the most used features in a product or...
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iMac Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The most up-to-date coverage on the latest iMac advice, tools, and shortcuts


	Cool and useful tips, full-color screenshots, and savvy advice show you how to get the most out of your iMac. Fully updated to cover the iMac's latest features and capabilities, this guide is packed with indispensible information on iLife...
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MacBook Pro Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You have the world’s top-of-line laptop, and now you want to know how to get the most from it. MacBook Pro Portable Genius is here to give you the best tips and tricks for taking your MacBook Pro to its full potential. Learn to add more data storage, set up a network, communicate effectively with iChat, run Windows applications on...
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Total Leopard: The Macworld OS X 10.5 SuperguideMacworld, 2008
Get up to Speed with Mac OS X 10.5
Nobody spends more time with Apple's computers and software than the writers and editors at Macworld, the world's foremost Mac authority. Now Macworld's team of experts take you inside Apple's latest operating system, Mac OS X 10.5, to help you master important new features, discover hidden...
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The Little Mac Book, Leopard EditionPeachpit Press, 2008
Mac OS 8.5 introduced definite changes to the operating system, and the latest edition of Robin Williams's immensely popular The Little Mac Book covers them all. Completely updated and revised, The Little Mac Book, Sixth Edition explains the new features of OS 8.5 in the same warm, jargon-free manner that made previous editions such a hit. With...
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